CLEAR PET
MANIFESTATIONS
Privacy by design

PHOTOGRAPH: Oﬃce at One Microsoft Place

Use glass as
your canvas

Optically Clear PET vinyl lets you screen oﬃce windows and
meeting rooms like never before. Print the invisible ﬁlm with
any artwork you like from a pattern to a photograph and bring
glass walls alive.

PHOTOGRAPHS: Oﬃces at Huawei Ireland

Show creativity
inside and out

Clear PET is totally transparent, so prints display on both sides of
your glazing. The eﬀect is striking: the backing ﬁlm vanishes and
your artwork looks like it is part of the glass. Change graphics
easily with new ﬁlm to keep your modern oﬃce look.

PHOTOGRAPHS: Oﬃces at HubSpot and Huawei Ireland

Explore the limits
of what’s possible

Clear PET gives you full creative freedom. Turn any kind of image into a window
manifestation and control the balance of privacy and natural light. Print white as
well as CMYK, white only, or gradients that fade to clear, in widths of up to 1800mm.
The inks dry instantly so your artwork looks pixel perfect and brilliantly clear.

PHOTOGRAPHS: Oﬃces at Townmore, Citi and HubSpot

Safe, sustainable and
installed by specialists
As well as being recyclable, Clear PET manifestations
make glass more impact resistant and have a Class 0
ﬁre rating. The ﬁlm blocks 95% of UV rays and absorbs
light so staﬀ enjoy a sun safe workplace with less
distracting glare. And it protects walls carpets and
furniture from fading.
Clear PET manifestations are free from solvents and
plasticisers and printed using greener UV technology
which means they also improve air quality. Fitting the
ﬁlm so it looks like glass is a job for expert installers.
Fresh from major PET ﬁtouts for Microsoft, HubSpot
and Huawei our crews have the experienceyou need
for perfect results.

See our full range of
signage at addesign.ie

T: 353 1 452 4152

